

THE 23RD EDITION OF VENTURE 5i IN GRENOBLE
21 selected companies, focused on the international market

Venture 5i® is the financing forum within the Forum 5i. Over two days, on the 28th and 29th of
September, Venture 5i® offers excellent conditions for fundraising. Innovative companies from the
Alpine region who seek investments have, in fact, the opportunity to meet national and
international investors who can assist in their global expansion.
21 innovative French and international startups were selected by the committee. Composed of 23
recognized and experienced investors from 7 different countries: France, Belgium, Germany, Italy,
The Netherlands, the USA and Israel., the selection committee is chaired this year by Benjamin
Wainstain, a venture capital investor who has been working in the energy transition and
environmental sector for 12 years.
The diversity of application areas - material and transport technologies, through the medtech or
energy and telecommunications - reflects the dynamism and willingness of the selected projects.

B2B SERVICES
EMAZING RETAILING - Genève (Switzerland)
Our platform enables companies to create
ecommerce shopping trip simulation to do
market research for a new product/ idea/
concept.
www.emazing-retailing.com

AIPLUX TECHNOLOGY - Taipei (Taïwan)
AIPLUX intends to protect everyone's IP in
innovative ways, and to provide the fastest,
most convenient and time-saving trademark
application platform for enterprises and
startups.
https://www.aiplux.com

BIO & MEDTECH
HEPHAISTOS - Paris (France)
Héphaïstos is a medical imaging software
design company that aims to help pathologists
make diagnostic decisions faster and more
informed in cancer screening.

METABOLYS - Lyon (France)
Metabolys has a drug discovery activity in the
NASH (Non Alcoholic SteatoHepatitis)/diabetes
field.
www.metabolys.com

http://hephaistos.ai

PHOTOLITEC - Buffalo (USA)
The company is developing new photosensitizing compounds used to identify cancer through
medical imaging and treat the disease (a "see and treat" approach). http://www.photolitec.org

ELECTRONICS
WISE INTEGRATION - Meylan (France)
Wise-Integration provides Power GaN
Integrated circuits and patented system
architecture to reach super compact and high
efficient power supplies.
https://www.wise-integration.com

WORMSENSING - Grenoble (France)
Wormsensign adds a layer of sensitivity to
everyday objects for intelligible human-machine
interactions.
http://www.wormsensing.com

IT & TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AITENDERS – St Etienne (France)
Aitenders is a AI powered software enabling
Enterprises powering up and capitalizing on
their response to tenders and their contract
management.

EYEWARE - Martigny (Switzerland)
Eyeware makes human-computer interaction
effortless with consumer-ready eye tracking
software.

JYSE – Grenoble (France)
GEOJyse, the first indoor asset tracking
solution, installed and operational in one hour.

RUNMOTION COACH – Le Bourget du Lac (France)
Every goal matters: use RunMotion Coach
mobile application to fulfill your running goals
with a personalized coaching.

www.eyeware.tech

www.aitenders.com

https://www.jyse.io

https://run-motion.com

UNIIGYM - Taipei (Taïwan)
Universal & Interactive Fitness AI Platform. www.uniigym.com

ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT
BELLO SOLUTIONS - Montréal (Canada)
Bello develops a water dispenser which
provides pure, healthy and personalized water
while offering a real alternative to plastic
bottles.

DAPHNE TECHNOLOGY SA - St Sulpice (Switzerland)
Clean Air, Clean Seas - all-in-one, ready to install
solution for the shipping industry that
simultaneously removes both SOx and NOx.

IDYEE - Grenoble (France)
Energy marketplace is a digital platform of
energy solutions dedicated to the low carbon
strategy of companies and communities.

SAFETECH GLOBAL LIMITED – Londres (UK)
OTShield detects, prevents and analyses cyberattacks in SCADA and Industrial IoT systems by
utilising state of the art deception techniques.

https://www.daphnetechnology.com

https://www.bello-solutions.com

https://www.idyee.fr

https://www.otshield.io/#home

INDUSTRY & TECHNOLOGIES
ELKIMIA INC - Montréal (Canada)
Elkimia develops, produces and sells innovative
products to be used for sun protection in
cosmetics, textile and coating.

IP3 GROUP - St-Etienne (France)
Greener solutions, more respectful of operators'
health, and more efficient with the pallet..
http://www.ipcube.com

https://elkimia.com

CONSTRUCTIONS COMPOSITES BOIS - Le Cheylas (France)
Thanks to the marriage of wood and cement, our wood concrete allows constructions with a
negative carbon footprint. Construction is going green! http://www.lignoroc.com
POLYGON PHYSICS - Meylan (France)
Next generation particle beam sources.
https://polygonphysics.com

SCIENTIFIC VISUAL SA - Lausanne (Switzerland)
Automated quality control in industrial crystals.
Making the invisible visible.
https://scientificvisual.ch

www.venture5i.org and in live on @forum5i

